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A M E S S AG E F RO M J O H A N & A N D R E A S .

Focus on digitalisation and
a unique organic growth of
1,700 new employees.
lso 2021 was strongly influenced by COVID-19

A

Blockchain and FinTech. Nexer acquired Inove, which

and it was a year in which digitalisation ended

works with Microsoft Dynamics in Brazil, as well as

up high on the agenda and we all took great strides

the consulting and analysis company Kairos Future.

in our use of digital technology and tools. Tools that

Sigma Technology acquired Etecture, a German IT

already existed, but which became vastly better in

consulting company with significant customers in

record time, enabling companies and users to take

the automotive industry and Sigma Connectivity

care of their work remotely and in a safe way. During

acquired the IoT company WSI in Stockholm.

the pandemic, digitalisation has changed many needs

Niclas Lundin took over as CEO of Danir, replacing

and behaviours. Meetings that were considered

Johan, who is now acting chairman. This means that

important and for which it was essential to meet

Niclas, who has been our CFO for the past eight

in person were now conducted digitally without

years, can focus on analysis and business develop-

problems, and many of us discovered the benefits

ment with Dan and Johan. We are convinced this will

of this. Within the Danir Group, digitalisation is

benefit Danir’s development.

really nothing new. We’ve been working with it for

With such a great need for new employees, it’s

over 30 years, but we still want to take the opportu-

essential that we get more people to study at tech-

nity to spotlight what we’re doing right now in terms

nical colleges, especially girls. That’s why we have

of digitalisation.

focused on encouraging more girls to choose a tech-

The year has been one in which the group’s

nical education. This year’s Expect a Better Tomorrow

members once again focused on growth. And we

initiative, “Femmegineering”, aims to inspire more

organically increased the number of employees by

girls to choose an engineering profession. Today, 66 %

1,700 people, a unique expansion in Swedish con-

of our 10,000 employees are men and 34 % women,

sulting industry. Another 400 employees were added

so there’s definitely room for improvement.

through acquisitions. Our total turnover growth was

There is a focus on digitalisation within the group,

45 %, of which 20 % organic. This was an excellent

but Danir’s most important asset has always been our

result, considering that we did not really know what

employees. Although the year began with the colos-

the year would bring when we entered a second year

sal effort of launching Nexer’s digital platform, where

of the pandemic and its associated restrictions. Now

customers and employees could meet and exchange

we’re pleased to see that the focus has shifted and

ideas, we look forward to returning to a more

that we once again need for new employees.

“normal” existence in which we can meet in person

To create a driving force for organic growth, during

and once again exchange thoughts and ideas IRL.

the year we started up more than 15 new companies
within Sigma Technology, Sigma Industry, Sigma

The future looks bright.

Connectivity and Nexer.
We also made some exciting acquisitions. Sigma
Software acquired IdeaSoft, which focuses on
Johan Glennmo and Andreas Olofsson Tarantino

Johan Glennmo

Andreas Olofsson Tarantino
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DANIR IN THE WORLD

T H E DA N I R G RO U P G RO W T H .

Danir Group continues to
grow, with new companies
as well as new employees.
We now employ more than
10,000 people and we are
soon passing 10 billion in
annual revenue, two solid
milestones in Danir's history.”
Niclas Lundin, CEO of Danir.

REVENUE 2017-2021

MSEK (MUSD)

9,700
(1,130)

5,552
(646)

6,340
(737)

27%

6,670
(776)

increa se in em ploye e s
f rom 2020 to 2021.

4,003
(465)

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

EMPLOYEES, FTE

A N N UA L G RO W T H R AT E

10,000
45%
Tota l g rowth ra te
2020-2021

27%
Tota l g rowth ra te
2016-2021

20%
Org a nic g rowth ra te
2016-2021

2021

10,000

2020

7,900

2019

5,354

2018

4,688

2017

3,615

Figures for 2021 are based on the latest available forecast and may therefore differ slightly towards
actual outcomes. This applies to all 2021 figures in this yearbook. Nexer and Sigma are both reported pro
forma for the period of 2017-2020. The number of employees refers to full-time equivalents of December.
Some employees, primarily in Poolia, work part-time so in total the Danir Group has approximately 13,000
employees. Nov 2021: 1 SEK is 0,12 USD

”
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O U R S U B - G RO U P S .

Impressive
continuity creates
value on several
levels and around
the world.
Within our larger subsidiary groups, we see a development and organic growth that
is difficult to beat. Our philosophy of entrepreneurial and decentralized leadership
has proven to be very successful. We like continuity and long-term thinking and,
through long-term business relationships we build trust, deliver quality, and grow
with our customers.
As we grow, the world comes closer. And today, we are located and operate
in sixteen countries around the world where we continue to create value for
our customers.
The theme of this 2021 Yearbook is digitalisation, which is why the subsidiaries'
presentations highlight different aspects in that area.

DANI R 2 0 2 1 | Our sub-gro up s
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S I G M A T E C H N O LO G Y

Bold investments
and high ambitions
– our recipe for success.

THE YEAR IN BRIEF
REVENUE 2017-2021

During this past year, Sigma Technology Group has
started nine new companies in the field of digitalisation and software development and completed an
acquisition in the same area in Germany. Compared

1,410

to our competitors in the consulting industry, this
investment is unique. Our ambitions are high. In
addition to the growth of our existing business, our
goal is to become the market leader in digitalisation
within the next three years. We’re also aiming to

S

igma Technology Group is a global technology

they fall behind their competitors in their journeys

double our turnover from just over SEK 1 billion to

consulting company with operations throughout

towards digitalisation. We thought right, and the

2 billion by 2024. We are well on our way to achieving

Sweden and also in Hungary, China, Norway, Germany,

floodgates have opened on an extremely pent-up

this goal, as our full-year forecast for 2021 is

and Ukraine and with global delivery to Europe,

need for our services. Customers now realise that

SEK 1.4 billion.

the United States and China. We have expertise

they must increase the pace of their activities and

and capabilities in software development, product

work to make up for lost time. The new companies

information, embedded systems and digital solutions.

also help us to create even more dynamism within the

Sigma Technology Group also offers cutting-edge

organisation, claim new market shares and establish

expertise in the form of expert consultants, offshore

ourselves in new industries. At the same time, our

delivery and development teams.

existing operations continue to grow, and we have
with both existing and new customers.

With the pandemic and shutdowns, 2020 and parts

THE COURAGE TO CHOOSE NEW PATHS

of 2021 were very unusual years that put an end to

Maintaining the cohesion of a large, decentralised

many industries and caused our growth to falter; in

group of many companies requires teamwork, com-

2020 it failed to surpass single digits. Nevertheless,

mitment and openness from both management and

we remained convinced that the need for our services

the board, as well as managers and employees. This

would grow again and that the decline was only

helps us to make the most of the energy and drive

temporary and pandemic-related. Our customers’

that characterise and permeate entrepreneur-driven

need for digitalisation has already been established,

companies. With our company structure, we can

and there is enormous development and a hunger for

bring together leaders from both existing and new

increased digitalisation in all industries – from the

businesses, from different backgrounds and indus-

public sector to manufacturing. But many custom-

tries. This helps us to develop and see things more

ers also have lofty ambitions about starting their

broadly. We dare to follow new paths and create

journeys towards electrification. That is why, in the

an organisation that attracts many talented people,

spring of 2020 – in the midst of an ongoing pandemic

which ultimately makes us more competitive.

– we made the decision to invest heavily in the next
wave of digitalisation and software development. We

GROUP CEO

then established nine new companies to significantly

Carl Vikingsson

expand our delivery capacity, during a time in which

+46 706-01 19 00

most of our competitors were surprisingly inactive.

carl.vikingsson@sigmatechnology.se

Our conviction was that at the turn of the year
2020/21, customers would have to launch an

WEB

inevitable restart and increase their budgets, lest

sigmatechnology.se

Tota l g rowth ra te
2020-2021

2018

2019

2020

2021

EMPLOYEES, FTE

A N N UA L G RO W T H R AT E

39%

1,011

689

2017

signed several new, major framework agreements
AMBITIOUS INVESTMENT TOOK CARE

1,030
866

and create at least 700 jobs in our nine new companies

OF PENT-UP NEEDS

MSEK

21%
Tota l g rowth ra te
2016-2021

1,210

+38%

2021

1,210

2020

877

19%
Org a nic g rowth ra te
2016-2021
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A man who knows what he
wants and how he wants it.
Carl Vikingsson, Sigma Technology.

I

f there’s anyone who can tell you about how to get

as a leader, you should always hire people who

from a job on the factory floor to being responsible

are ‘bigger’ than you are yourself, says Carl about

for over 3,000 employees, it’s Carl Vikingsson, CEO

his leadership.

of Sigma Technology. He can also expound upon the

And at Sigma Technology they are doing some-

benefits of “playing the long game” and what these

thing very right; not only are they already halfway to

experiences, together with a certain amount of

their goal of going from 1 to 2 billion in turnover by

chance, have done for both him and the company he

the year 2024, but they have also been named one

has worked for since 1986.

of Sweden’s best employers. This distinction is based

Carl was born and raised in Bohuslän on Sweden’s

on what a company’s own employees say about their

west coast, a stone’s throw from the Sote Canal,

employer. Students have also given Sigma Technology

just south of Hunnebostrand. With a high school

their seal of approval, ranking it as Sweden’s most

engineering degree in hand, he applied for and got a

attractive employer in the IT consulting industry.

job at Volvo. He started on the factory floor, where he

– I don’t think that it has so much to do with my

assembled Volvo cars and learned the industry from

leadership, but it’s great that we get such good

the inside out. After his time at Volvo, he became

reviews both internally and externally. It makes it

a consultant at Projektgruppen and then at Sapia

easier to maintain our credibility and to attract new

Teknik, which later became Sigma after Dan Olofsson

talent and expertise to the company, says Carl about

bought that part of the company. After a few years

last year’s accolades.

in various roles, he became CEO of Sigma Technology

When he’s not busy running the group, Carl enjoys

in 1997.

cooking for family and friends – preferably something

– When I was working with technical documentation

Italian. He also has a passion for interior design,

at Sigma, we benefitted from my background and

design and architecture, and he knows exactly what

knowledge of car production when we competed

he likes and why.

for and won the Volvo account, says Carl about the

– If I had to choose a favourite piece, it would probably

advantages of experience from the factory floor.

be our National Geographic bookcase, designed by

Carl has led the company for over 25 years, and
when asked about his leadership style, he is initially

Mats Theselius. I really like it, says Carl when asked
to choose a favourite piece of furniture.

reluctant to describe it himself. But he can still sum

Having been with the company since the start,

himself up as clear, intuitive and someone who likes

Carl possesses a wealth of experience and knowl-

to gather as many facts as possible before making

edge about Sigma. What’s more, he is the interior

a decision.

design-loving CEO who knows what he wants and

– Things have gone well for us, and apart from the

how he wants it, so that it will be really good for

fact that it has also involved a certain amount of luck

everyone within the group.

and chance, I also think it’s due to my conviction that
Carl Vikingsson

DANI R 2 0 2 1 | Our sub-gro up s
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SIGMA CONNECTIVITY

The expansion continues.
Next stop, outer space.

THE YEAR IN BRIEF
REVENUE 2017-2021

We are extremely proud of what we have achieved

MSEK

this year. In addition to a number of groundbreaking
and successful projects and despite the pandemic, we
have been able to help our customers by collaborat-

900

ing and interacting with them in new, digital ways. We
also broke all our previous social media records when

704
663

we announced that we have become a close developigma Connectivity is a global tech house that

S

products to their product development. To stay

uses innovative connected solutions and devices

competitive in the satellite market, they knew they

to create value and growth that set both us and our

had to make smaller, lighter, cheaper and faster

Stockholm and we opened a new office in Linköping.

clients apart and contribute to their journey towards

products in higher volumes. Their willingness to

We now have 30 employees in the country’s capital

digitalisation.

“think different” meant that we could merge two

and nearly 20 in Linköping.

Since our founding in 2013, we have grown from

different types of expertise and thus create a

587

ment partner with Spotify.
We acquired Sigma Connectivity WSI in

Our focus is to be a global team with a presence

180 employees to over 600, and we now operate in

completely novel approach to developing new space

and local operations in the most intensive tech hubs

twelve locations all over the world.

technology. The result exceeded expectations, with

around the world.

No industry is too complex to connect. We have

392

2017

times, a 97% reduction in cost and assembly times

areas of IoT, consumer products, MedTech, Clean-

that were slashed from days to hours.

A N N UA L G RO W T H R AT E

in all these projects is that they are all connected,

BETTER WORKPLACE SAFETY

small and boundary-pushing - and introduce new

FOR INDUSTRY 4.0

technology to established areas.

Mobilaris became the first company to develop a
commercially available product using the cellular IoT

WE’RE READY TO LEAD THE 5G REVOLUTION

reference design Ardesco, developed by Ericsson and

For the past four years, we have worked and invest-

Sigma Connectivity. Mobilaris Companion is a mobile

ed intensively in 5G technology, and this year we

IoT device with secure, high-quality and sustainable

reached an important milestone. We have signed an

asset tracking. The multifunction tag collects inform-

agreement with Qualcomm that gives us access to

ation and positioning data in real-time using IoT

their latest 5G IoT technology, chips and software.

technology such as 5G and UWB. The data is shared

This deal, in combination with the extensive invest-

in real-time, enabling a user equipped with the small

ments made in both our 5G labs and our development

device to respond instantly, significantly improving

teams, means that we’re ready to lead the 5G revo-

the safety of industrial workplaces.

lution forward. During the year, we plan to develop
the world’s first 5G IoT proof-of-concept. Proof of

GROUP CEO

concepts are platforms or prototypes that can be

Björn Lundqvist

used in several areas and that become the basis for

+46 705-17 25 58

a product that is later customized depending on the

bjorn.lundqvist@sigmaconnectivity.se

client's wishes and needs.
WEB

This year we started a collaboration with one of the
leading space technology companies in Europe. We
contributed our experience and expertise in consumer

2020

2021

EMPLOYEES, FTE

Tech and production technology. The common factor

THE COLLABORATION THAT SENT US

2019

an increased rate of innovation, faster development

successfully delivered thousands of projects in the

INTO OUTER SPACE

2018

sigmaconnectivity.com

520
28%
Tota l g rowth ra te
2020-2021

25%
Tota l g rowth ra te
2016-2021

+15%

24%
Org a nic g rowth ra te
2016-2021

2021

520

2020

452

17
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SIGMA INDUSTRY

EMPLOYEES, FTE

920

The bridge between product
development and the digital.
Sigma Industry East North

Sigma Industry West

+16%

2021

920

2020

794

Sigma Industry South
REVENUE 2017-2021

We are driven by a passion to make products and

Together with Sigma Embedded Engineering and

Sigma Industry South Group offers technical consulting

technology better. Our strive and commitment is to

Sigma Energy & Marine, we offer expertise in product

services in product and production development

be both customer-focused and employee-centred.

development, embedded systems, UX, electronic,

to industrial companies within different industries

We deliver services, projects and products within

software development, energy, processes, subsea, IoT,

in southern Sweden. The services cover the entire

R&D and production. We also develop products

production technology, calculation & simulation, and

process, from product sketches to production.

and technology to world-leading companies in the

project management. We work on the fore front of

areas of product development, industry, processes,

technology with the intensive transition to electrified

certified engineering services, further strengthening

defence, life science/pharmaceuticals and energy.

vehicles, connected applications and Industry 4.0. As

our position in the market. With our diverse range of

We have ten locations in Sweden, from Linköping in

demand for digitalisation and innovation increases,

employees and customers, we offer an environment

the south to Luleå in the north.

our engineering knowledge becomes the bridge

in which we all can grow and develop. We have about

between product development and the digital world.

300 employees in Jönköping, Växjö, Karlskrona,

WE CONNECT AND INTERCONNECT

1,210

1,011
949

We are now broadening our delivery with new,

855

659

Hässleholm, Halmstad, Helsingborg, Lund, and Malmö.
2017

THE NEW WITH THE OLD

WE’RE “DRIVING” THE DIGITALISATION

We are seeing a rapid change in working methods

OF SOCIETY

THE RIGHT PARTNER FOR DIGITAL SOLUTIONS

tied to digitalisation. We have the same core compe-

Volvo Cars are now selling cars online, and we are

In Sigma Industry Evolution and Sigma Industry

tence: to develop and improve products, processes

contributing to this. We also work for Volvo Bus to

Solutions we have two new subsidiaries. The business

and production. But we have worked intensively with

develop connected buses that collect data to see

concept is digitalisation and invest heavily in this

our own internal digitalisation.

when the battery is about to run out, what affects

growing area. Digitalisation and digital transforma-

service life, and how it can be extended. We are also

tion are revitalising working methods, minimising

ers and have increased our software deliveries. We

entrusted with participating in the digital transfor-

errors and streamlining the industry. With our new

welcome the new but continue to develop products

mation of Aker Solutions’ systems and products.

companies, we offer digitalisation in mechatronics,

We provide training in Industry 4.0 to our custom-

MSEK

2018

2019

2020

2021

A N N UA L G RO W T H R AT E

27%

22%

Tota l g rowth ra te
2020-2021

Total gr owth rate
2016-2021

embedded and automation and develop consultants

and technology of tomorrow.
THE YEAR IN BRIEF

with cutting-edge tech expertise.

THE YEAR IN BRIEF

This year, we saw a strong recovery in all service

It’s been a brilliant year for us. Strong market, good

areas. There is greater flexibility and willingness to

THE YEAR IN BRIEF

growth, profitability and atmosphere in the company.

put assignments on us, and we see a positive trend

Our business has been strong in 2021 and we have

Our services and internal processes have developed

towards more commitment deals. Our business in the

seen both turnover and profits increase by 20%.

strongly. We also launched several forward-looking

areas of energy and subsea in the Norwegian market

During the year, we made a new investment in

initiatives whose primary focus is to create a stimu-

is increasing again. We’re also expanding within the

mechatronics and embedded electronics through

lating professional environment for our employees

process area, and the business within embedded

our subsidiary, Sigma Industry Evolution.

and increased value for our customers.

systems just keeps growing.

GROUP CEO

GROUP CEO

GROUP CEO

Erik Freese

Jens Wickström

Lars-Johan Ahlqvist

+46 705-41 81 77

+46 733-53 43 00

+46 767-64 91 05

erik.freese@sigma.se

jens.wickstrom@sigma.se

lars-johan.ahlqvist@sigma.se

20%
Org a nic g rowth ra t e
2016-2021

Key figures for the three Industry companies. Read more
about each company on sigmaindustryeastnorth.se,
sigmaindustrywest.se and sigmaindustrysouth.se.
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SIGMA CIVIL

The infrastructure of the future
demands digital competence.

THE YEAR IN BRIEF
REVENUE 2017-2021

2021 went well and we have developed our business

MSEK

in a positive way. Our infrastructure and construction
departments have gone well throughout Sweden.
The reason for this is a good collaboration with
contractors that have grown and broadened their

166

162

170

153

businesses, to their benefit and ours. Together we

145

have won several major contracts.

S

igma Civil is an expansive company in the field

The subjects on that occasion were transport and

We have signed several new public framework

of technical consulting services. Our focus is on

travel. Today, a digital workplace, e-government,

agreements, which means increased business with

infrastructure, construction design and project man-

e-services and e-money need a common standard.

municipalities and state operations.

agement. Our specialist expertise in the development

Our customers include many municipalities

We are also expanding. Notably, the office in

of public premises enables us to deliver a complete

and government authorities, and we can see how

Karlstad is making strong progress, where we

solution for a wide range of civil engineering projects

standardisation issues affect the digital civil engi-

have moved into a brand-new office with space

to private, municipal and government clients.

neering process. The planning processes are being

and capacity for further expansion.

We deliver solutions spanning the entire civil
engineering process, from planning to implementation,

how things are done and which digital tools are used.

and our assignments include planning, analysis,

Climate issues are becoming increasingly important,

investigation, process support, design, project

and various types of GIS analyses are becoming

management and business development. Our

more common. Many construction and landscape

great flexibility, forward-looking ideas and cost

projects are conducted using object-oriented

efficiency help our customers to realise their civil

drawing programmes, and BIM (Building Informa-

engineering projects.

tion Modelling) provides greater opportunities for

We have 150 employees in Malmö, Umeå,

collecting bulk data and a smoother transition from

Gothenburg, Stockholm, Örebro, Karlstad and

2D to 3D models. Project management related to the

Halmstad. Our ambition is to achieve growth of

coordination of BIM models is also increasing. And

10 - 15% every year, and the goal is to double our

technologies such as AR and VR are becoming more

business within five years.

and more common.
We are at the forefront of this digitalisation

STANDARDISATION - THE PATH

journey and provide support for both our customers’

TO SUCCESSFUL DIGITALISATION

digitalisation projects and for Swedish municipalities’

“Sweden must build more and do it cheaper and

digitalisation of the civil engineering process. We also

sustainable. Everyone should be able to benefit from

work to thoroughly address the risks inherent in

the power and opportunities of digitalisation,” says

digitalisation; when it comes to our digital compe-

former Minister for Housing and Digital Develop-

tence and deliveries, IT security and vulnerability

ment Peter Eriksson. Despite this, Sweden ended

analyses are a matter of course.

up at the bottom of the OECD’s latest ranking of
digitalisation efforts in the public sector. A decen-

CEO

tralised country like Sweden, where authorities and

Anders Dannqvist

municipalities order their own systems and unique

+46 708-68 18 88

not compatible technical solutions, does not exactly

anders.dannqvist@sigma.se

simplify the digitalisation process.
Standardisation is a prerequisite for global
digitalisation. A standardisation effort was also
required when the world was divided into time zones.

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

digitalised, imposing new and greater demands on

WEB

sigmacivil.se

EMPLOYEES, FTE

A N N UA L G RO W T H R AT E

2%
Tota l g rowth ra te
2020-2021

7%
Tota l g rowth ra te
2016-2021

140

-5%

2021

140

2020

147

7%
Org a nic g rowth ra te
2016-2021
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S I G M A S O F T WA R E

Our customer list is
growing and so are we.

THE YEAR IN BRIEF
REVENUE 2017-2021

For us, 2021 has been a year of new opportunities.

MSEK

We have initiated collaborations with 35 new
customers in Sweden, Italy, Germany, the United
Kingdom, Israel and the United States, where we
deliver services and solutions for the digitalisation

650

of companies. We also strengthened our offerings in
AdTech, Automotive, Fintech, iGaming, E-commerce

493

igma Software’s focus is on creating first-class

S

Personal recommendations on purchasing, a

and Telecom. We were listed as one of the world’s top

IT solutions that help our customers tackle their

reminder function, customer service and support are

100 outsourcing companies and won the EGR B2B

business goals and needs in the best possible way.

planned for the next step. The customer’s ambition is

Award for Best IT Provider. Following an increased

We effectively use our 19 years of global delivery

to further expand the system by adding new chan-

demand for digital transformation services, we

experience, 1,500 IT experts in Ukraine and Poland,

nels, payment options and delivery services and to

expanded our range of services and partner products

our own R&D, 40 value-creating services and over 20

make the communication processes more personal.

with new, innovative platforms. Early in the year,

carefully selected and innovative ML, AI, AR, data and

we acquired IdeaSoft with a view to Blockchain

process management products from our partners,

technology and Fintech.

“Our team is collaborating with
Darnitsa on their digital system
development, with the goal of
creating an omnichannel that will
result in a unified and seamless
customer experience regardless
of channel.”

enabling us to create the best possible digitalisation
solutions that yield competitive advantages for our
customers. We also deliver ready-to-start solutions
and custom software development services as well
as UI/UX, DevOps, IT support, computer technology
and cybersecurity services to over 200 companies
around the world.

340
270

2017

To this end, we have developed a solution based on

ing Ukrainian pharmaceutical company, to establish

our partner product, Corezoid. This solution auto-

a customer relations system as part of the company’s

mates and organises business processes and stream-

digital transformation. Darnitsa produces over

lines integrations through efficient API management.

210 drugs and products with a focus on cardiology,

We are pleased to be a part of Darnitsa’s journey and

neurology and pain relief. The company has already

to create the perfect digital environment where our

successfully digitalised its production and handling

customers can revitalise and improve their company

processes. The next step was to review the way they

and their offerings.

engage with and manage their customers in their
continuous interaction with them via digital channels.
Our team is collaborating with Darnitsa on their

GROUP CEO

Valery Krasovsky

digital system development, with the goal of creating

+380 (67) 576 29 95

an omnichannel that will result in a unified and seam-

valery.krasovsky@sigma.software

less customer experience regardless of channel. The
first stage of the assignment includes the develop-

WEB

ment of an e-commerce platform and a Viber chatbot.

sigma.software

In this first step, the company’s entire product range
will be directly available to consumers.

2018

2019

2020

1,700
32%
Tota l g rowth ra te
2020-2021

2021

EMPLOYEES, FTE

A N N UA L G RO W T H R AT E

23%
Tota l g rowth ra te
2016-2021

+50%

21%

A PIONEERING OMNICHANNEL PROJECT
Sigma Software is collaborating with Darnitsa, a lead-

407

Org a nic g rowth ra te
2016-2021

2021

1,700

2020

1,132
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Building a global brand
by connecting people.
Alexandra Govorukha, Sigma Software.

e meet up for a digital chat with Alexandra

W

– The result is overwhelming and in the last year,

Govorukha, who is Head of International

we have had at least one article published every

PR at Sigma Software in Kyiv. With an MBA and

other week somewhere around the world.

master’s degree in HR management and marketing

Building the company’s reputation globally, says

and a background in IT, advertising, media and work-

Alexandra proudly.

ing with a big publishing house in Ukraine, Alexandra

Being a strong brand in Ukraine is a good start

started working with Sigma Software in 2018. She

when Alexandra is building the brand globally. But

has a strong belief in personal connections, and she

there is also a need for marketing Ukraine as a

has a passion for matching people and/or companies

country of good businesses and skilled engineers

when she sees that they could do good business or

and developers. They are sometimes working in the

work together.

headwind of prejudice and too little knowledge of

– Some of my colleagues call me “Nokia” because I

Ukraine as a good country for digital services.

love connecting people. Even though that name

– It is paying off and being a Ukrainian company with

isn’t mine or my companies, I still like it. My expe-

a Swedish heritage helps us when we are marketing

rience has always been that I or my employer will

ourselves around the world, says Alexandra.

benefit from this “matchmaking skill” in the long
run, says Alexandra.
Sigma Software is one of the top IT companies

Alexandra loves working at Sigma Software, where
she, as a result-oriented person, love the fact that she
is allowed to work for long term results.

in Ukraine and is well known, both as a successful

– I feel that I have my superior’s confidence and to

company and as a modern and open employer brand

have this freedom to operate is really inspiring and

with good values and possibilities for people to grow.

our goal to build a global brand suits my personal

– We make a point of being present at relevant

ambitions, says Alexandra.

media platforms, business and IT events, where

Alexandra is an ambitious and energetic person

we can meet and communicate with our clients,

who loves her work but also enjoys calm weekends

says Alexandra.

with her two daughters. Mixing it up with long walks

But they don’t only attend events, they are also

with their dog.

hosting a lot of events and webinars themselves.

– I love a long walk in the forest, it is invigorating and

With an aim to spread the word about Sigma Software

it gets me ready for a week of full focus on work, says

globally, making the brand strong internationally

Alexandra on how she spend her spare time.

as well. This year they have hosted a long series of

– But as much as I enjoy my peaceful walks, I am also

webinars for start-ups and two business tech summits,

a huge fan of travelling. Connecting myself to new

reaching over 200 thousand people. Alexandra also

cultures and getting in touch with people in other

makes sure that they get articles published in busi-

countries, says Alexandra when we round up our

ness media, addressing trends and visions of Sigma

little chat. And she gets to go back to building Sigma

Software and the IT business in general.

Software’s brand even more.
Alexandra Govorukha
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NEXER

Nexer got off to a great
start in its first year.

THE YEAR IN BRIEF
REVENUE 2017-2021

The launch of Nexer started with a fantastic global

MSEK

live-streamed event with 3,500 employees and their
families, followed by a series of inspiring digital
events. The “Tomorrow Report” future report and

2,250

the Dream Big entrepreneurial competition were
both received very warmly. The competition is

1,847
1,663

100% gender-equal, and this unique approach has
hen Nexer left the Sigma group in early 2021

W

and shape their future strengthens our offerings of

attracted great interest and almost 200 applications.

and became a subsidiary of their own within

innovative tech solutions. And the strong growth in

Dream Big was also nominated for the Swedish

the Danir group, the aim was to create something

Asia, Europe, and the United States and acquisitions

Design Award.

new and even better. An entrepreneurial tech com-

in the United Kingdom and Brazil enhance our ability

pany of the future that leads the digital revolution

to help even more customers.

and is a long-term strategic partner to our customers.

Nexer is a committed Microsoft partner. A long-

1,251

We’re very pleased with our strong growth of
22%, with several major contracts from both new
and existing customers, and an expanded interna-

The success has been immediate, and our goal of

established and well-regarded collaboration has

tional presence that provides a strong base for our

growing both economically and geographically got off

led to several awards from Microsoft, including

continued global expansion.

to a great start. Our growth target is to reach

Country Partner of the Year (in Sweden and Brazil),

SEK 5 billion in sales by 2025, and we are already

Most Innovative Solutions, Business Insight and

well on our way.

Dynamics awards.

DIGITALISATION IS IN NEXER’S DNA

as manufacturing, retail, automotive, life science,

Nexer is a global full-service provider with experts in

logistics, public sector, and finance. Examples of

strategy, technology, and communication. Through

assignments that we do together with our customers

building long-term partnerships with our customers,

are the development of AI solutions to save lives on

their success flows from our strategic advice and

construction sites or ensure high-quality manufac-

targeted analysis, where we transform strategy

turing; technology for self-driving cars; IT tools for

into reality, delivering digital transformation and

vaccine development; sustainable logistic solutions;

implementing tech solutions of the future. This is

reduced return handling in e-commerce; future-proof

complemented by modern communication solu-

skills through recruitment and talent programmes.

tions and change management, talent programmes

These are some of our daily services, collaborating

and recruitment services. All in all, we establish an

with our customers to develop their businesses and

ecosystem that allows us to meet the diverse needs

drive their digitalisation forward.

2017

way, with a proactive approach that drives customers

GROUP CEO

forwards and upwards through digitalisation and

Lars Kry

technology. We combine on-site experts at our

+46 733-43 43 00

customers’ premises with projects and managed

lars.kry@nexergroup.com

services, teams, and near/offshore deliveries, in areas
such as cloud, AI/data science, R&D and engineering,

WEB

embedded systems, e-commerce, ERP systems,

nexergroup.com

cybersecurity and more. Together we’re making a
difference and creating a better future.
Our merger with Kairos Future, a leading
consulting and analytics firm that supports leaders
worldwide and helps organisations understand

2018

2019

2020

1,950
22%
Tota l g rowth ra te
2020-2021

2021

EMPLOYEES, FTE

A N N UA L G RO W T H R AT E

Our customers are leading in their sectors such

of our customers. Our work is conducted in an agile

1,494

14%
Tota l g rowth ra te
2016-2021

+35%

13%
Org a nic g rowth ra te
2016-2021

2021

1,950

2020

1,441
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With a passion for
smart streamlining.
Malin Classon, Nexer Group.

M

alin Classon is Business Unit Manager at Nexer’s

Even in her student days, Malin already knew that

Stockholm office. Here, she is responsible for

she wanted to combine her interest in technology

the operational delivery and coordination of their

with leadership issues, something she has gotten to

global units, which serve customers in India, Brazil,

do in various managerial roles over nearly 18 years

the United Kingdom and the United States.

in the business. It’s also one of the reasons why she

Yet Malin’s career in the IT industry was not

wanted to join Sigma IT. When asked why she made

a matter of course. And it was more or less a

the jump to Sigma IT in 2020, Malin responds:

coincidence that she ended up here.

– I’ve probably always seen them as a rather

– I had intended to study to become a doctor, but I

‘unclassical’ consulting company. They have more

was a little burned out on school and instead started

of a family atmosphere and a good view of people,

working at a company where I became responsible

with high values and social commitment to impor-

for their data migration. It was then and there that I

tant issues. Here, you can be face-to-face with your

understood that this was what I wanted to work with,

employees, there’s also a great understanding that the

says Malin.

individuals are the value in the company. I like that.

So in the end, she studied Computer and Systems

Malin had only been working with the company

Sciences at Stockholm University, graduating in 1997.

for a year when it was time for Sigma IT to become

Malin ended up in the ERP industry immediately after

Nexer. She believes it’s been a very positive step.

university and has worked with business systems

– We had a great launch, and it feels like we have

ever since. According to her, it’s paradise.

a clearer profile in the market; we’ve sort of put

– I love to streamline, and when you can bring together

ourselves on the map, says Malin.

finance, HR, production, supply chains, services,

Just as she’s always done, Malin is looking to the

purchasing and other key processes necessary to

future and taking things in stride. She loves her job

run an efficient and seamless system, I’m in seventh

regardless of the customer or assignment. As long

heaven, says Malin about working with ERP.

as she can be involved in streamlining and improving

Malin always focusses on finding solutions rather

things for her customers, she’s satisfied. And to

than just seeing problems. And when it comes to

become even better at her job, she gains fresh energy

digitalisation, the possibilities for improvement

from riding her horse, among other things. Malin

are endless.

practice dressage and participates in competitions

– It’s rewarding to work with digitalisation, and

with her horse.

the customers we work with soon see the financial

– It’s a wonderful bubble, and I get a lot of energy from

benefits – that they can keep costs down, save money

it. It’s not uncommon for the stable to be where I come

and maintain good profitability, says Malin about the

up with the solution to something I’ve been pondering

digital revolution that many of their customers are

at work, says Malin about spending time with her

facing, or are already undergoing.

horse, and how it makes her a better employee.
Malin Classon

28
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A business builder fullspeed
onwards and upwards.
Jenny Sander, Nexer Infrastructure.

enny Sander has worked with sales and company

J

– In connection with that merger, I felt that it was time

building in the IT and consulting industry for

to start something new. I saw the potential of reclaiming

over 20 years. She is passionate about creating

the IT technician business from the staffing industry,

relationships, making deals, building companies and

says Jenny about the company she started then, which

establishing a good and productive corporate culture.

now is Nexer Infrastructure. They deliver consulting

Jenny is currently the CEO of Nexer Infrastructure,

services and commitments in support, operations and

which is the third company she has been involved

IT infrastructure. Today, they’re 130 consultants and

in building. After studying business Administration

have a turnover of approximately 85 million.

in Karlstad, she got a job at Ericsson Radio System.
But it wouldn’t take long until Jenny started up

as is her non-stop trajectory onwards and upwards,

Mediatude, her first company. A collaboration with

especially considering the impressive results that

Ericsson Venture focussed on WAP technology and

Nexer Infrastructure has been delivering.

Position-Based Marketing.

– I’m business-driven, enthusiastic and good at

– I think we got on the WAP bandwagon too fast;

building a corporate culture, but I’m also straightfor-

mobile users weren’t ready for it yet, says Jenny

ward and goal-oriented. I think it’s important to see

about her pioneering work in Mediatude.

everyone, to really see the person behind the employee

She went on to work at Elan IT, Manpower’s IT
company. But after a while, Jenny was driven to start
something big and new, and in 2005 she was involved

and what needs and driving forces they have,” says
Jenny about her leadership style.
“Onwards and upwards” are the keywords here.

in starting Dfind.

Jenny’s ambition is that five years from now, Nexer

– We drove it up to 700 employees and then in 2013

Infrastructure will have grown even bigger and will

it was sold. And when my boss at Dfind, Martin Hans-

boast an annual turnover of half a billion Swedish

son started working at Sigma IT, I got the opportunity

kronor. It will have a presence in numerous locations

to follow him and start a new business within Sigma.

in Sweden as well as internationally, in countries such

It sounded exciting, and I like the entrepreneurial

as Germany and Norway. Jenny also sees herself

drive here. So, I’m very happy that I made the leap, says

having a number of successful and driven business

Jenny about how she ended up in the Danir Group.

area managers and new offerings within her niche.

With her experience from the staffing industry,

Jenny Sander

Jenny’s passion for building companies is clear,

– I also think that we will have brought in another

Jenny was an obvious choice to help build Sigma

CEO who can help the company with further expan-

Society, a company that mediated assignments within

sion. So that I can focus strategically and on sales/

Sigma to sub-consultants. Three years later, they had

new establishment. When I reflect on my strengths,

gone from 60 to 300 sub-consultants. That’s when

it’s clear that I’m best at seeing business opportu-

Danir acquired Assistera, and after merging with

nities, building companies and helping employees

Sigma Society, A Society was formed. It has 1,500

thrive, Jenny concludes when she talks about how

sub-consultants in its stable.

she sees her own future.
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A SOCIETY

A consulting company
for the modern age.

THE YEAR IN BRIEF
REVENUE 2017-2021

A strong market with high demand means the

MSEK

consulting industry is red-hot right now, and the fight
for talent is in full swing. Our position as a premium
supplier gives us certain advantages, and during
1,695

the first half of the year, we landed about 25 new

1,660
1,563

customers and established ourselves in the public

1,470

sector through ten new framework agreements.
Society mediates assignments for self-employed

A

to meet. We do want to automate everything that

business owners and consultants at consulting

isn’t creative connections between people. This will

through our onboarding service, where we help

companies. We offer qualified competence provision

yield better conditions for business relationships.

customers to quality-assure and contract expert

to high-tech development companies in an expansion

We have also made a significant global impression

Our digital work environment must be functional,

competence, around the world. Our operations in the

phase to medium-sized and large international

uncomplicated and reliable. In 2021, we have secured

United States have been a strong competitive factor

groups. As the consulting company of tomorrow, we

the necessary infrastructure together with a new

in this success. In the wake of the pandemic, opportu-

create value and growth in the consulting industry’s

partner. This collaboration addresses our needs and

nities have also opened up to deliver teams and work

premium segments within the fields of research

gives us the opportunity to focus on the everyday

packages remotely to a greater extent than before.

& development and information technology. We

lives of our employees.

operate within the mobile labour market and focus

communication and digital collaboration. Wherever

consultants with the most exciting assignments.

we interact with our customers and consultants

We work closely with our global customers and

around the world, in a digital meeting or in person,

deliver expertise matched to local needs and market

they should encounter the same A Society.

approach “Glocalness”.
We are a value-driven company at which we all

The challenge with digital collaboration today is
that there are too many solutions. To create efficiency,
processes information in the same way with the

behaviours aligned with our values. Inspired by our

same tool, the systems become transparent, and we

motto of “Passion – Action – Freedom”, we strive to

can focus completely on content and the exchange

make a difference, act and achieve results that are

of ideas. Our path to success is to focus much more

in keeping with our global and entrepreneurial spirit.

on how we work with the tools we have, rather than
seeking out new technical solutions.
To improve our digital work environment, we are

TIME TO BUILD RELATIONSHIPS

embarking on an exciting effort to modernise and

Through experience, expertise and personal com-

streamline our business-related systems. The goal is

mitment, we build long-term relationships with our

to make the systems as simple and self-explanatory

customers. Our ability to offer qualified services is

as possible. The automation of administrative tasks

based on excellent collaboration with our consulting

leaves more time for what’s really important: our

network. It is our strong relationships that enable us

consultants and our customers.

to offer exciting and challenging assignments to our
consultants and expertise to our customers.
Relationships are also the starting point for our

2018

2019

2020

2021

EMPLOYEES, FTE

A N N UA L G RO W T H R AT E

115
6%

14%

GROUP CEO

Per-Ola Malm

journey towards digitalisation. Our personal contacts

+46 707-12 75 90

define who we are, but digital tools help us to do our

per-ola.malm@asociety.se

work better. We have no interest in removing the
need for human interaction. On the contrary, we

WEB

want to create as much space as possible for people

asocietygroup.com

Tota l g rowth ra te
2020-2021

Tota l g rowth ra te
2016-2021

+46%

14%

an established standard is needed. When everyone

work together to build our culture and encourage

DIGITALISATION PROVIDES MORE

2017

The next step is to offer effective tools for

on matching the most skilled and highly trained

conditions, in the absolute best way. We call our

1,164

Org a nic g rowth ra te
2016-2021

2021

115

2020

79
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POOLIA

“Worklife of tomorrow.”

THE YEAR IN BRIEF
R EMVSEÄNTUT EN I2N0G1 72-021062-12 0 2 0
O

The past year at Poolia has been characterised by a

MMS K
EK
R

strong sales culture and organic growth. Our market
shares have increased, and we are increasing our
profitability. The company’s strong entrepreneurship

P

oolia is a staffing, consulting and recruitment

DIGITALISED CANDIDATE FLOW

has meant that service development has continued,

company with expertise in finding and matching

During this past year, we took great strides forward

and we have initiated a national effort to attract

competencies. Since our founding 30 years ago, we

in our work to automate the influx of qualified

customers and staff within life science and started

have had a singular focus: helping companies and

candidates. We have internationalised our success-

Poolia Life Science. Our investment in Poolia IT

organisations with the recruitment and staffing of

ful digital job advertising service, Poolia Social

Cloud, where we offer IT architects and developers,

qualified, competent people.

Media Boost. It is an advertising service that uses an

has continued to grow. We now have 50 consultants

algorithm to ensure that job advertisements reach

here. We also initiated recruiting foreign IT staff

relevant people, even if they are not actively looking

to Swedish companies, where we also provide

for work. We’ve also integrated the database of our

courses in Swedish language and on Swedish

subsidiary Student Node, which contains university

society and culture.

“Our detailed tests identify
driving forces and ambitions,
allowing us to find the personality that correctly matches the
requirements and needs of our
customers.”

1,958

340

1,943

407

270

1,679
1,463

230

2017
2016

500
1,900

2018
2017

2019
2018

2020
2019

2021
2020

and college students, with the job advertisements on
Poolia’s website. This means that students continuously receive relevant offers for exciting jobs.
EMPLOYEES, FTE

A N N UA L G RO W T H R AT E

This delimitation is our forte and has given us exten-

GROUP CEO

sive experience within a range of specialist areas.

Jan Bengtsson

We understand our companies and their business

+46 736-00 68 10

environment, and we know what is demanded of

jan.bengtsson@poolia.se

3,400
30%

-1%

+30%

-1%
2021

3,400

2020

2,625

their employees. With a quality-assured process,
leading digital tools and a unique selection philosophy,

WEB

we deliver the best candidates and consultants to

poolia.se

our customers.
Our vision, “Worklife of tomorrow”, demonstrates
our understanding of our customers’ future competence needs. One of the keys to a successful company
is putting the right individuals in the right place. Our
detailed tests identify driving forces and ambitions,
allowing us to find the personality that correctly
matches the requirements and needs of our customers. We will also continue our digital journey and
thereby become even more accurate in our delivery
to our customers.

Poolia is listed on the stock exchange. Poolia has not provided a financial forecast for 2021, nor has Danir drawn up a forecast. The figures to the right showing number
of employees is the actual average number as of Q3 2021, with the addition of a 6% growth in Q4 2021, which corresponds to the average quarterly growth during the
12-month period of Q4 2020-Q3 2021. The figure to the right for sales in 2021 is the actual turnover during Q1-Q3 2021, with the addition of actual turnover in Q4
2020, increased by 36%, which corresponds to growth in Q3 2021 vs. Q3 2020. This estimate is not based on any forward-looking information from Poolia and has not
been discussed with any Poolia representatives.

Tota l g rowth ra te
2020-2021

Tota l g rowth ra te
2016-2021

Org a nic g rowth ra te
2016-2021
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A determined nestor
in the staffing industry.
Jan Bengtsson, Poolia.

ast year, Danir became the principal owner of

L

and CEO of Poolia. And after more than 20 years in

the listed company Poolia. It was a welcome

a leading position within the group, he can reflect on

addition for Danir, and according to Poolia’s CEO Jan

his leadership and how it has changed over time.

Bengtsson, it created a completely new context for

– Before, I probably was a bit too quick to tell others

them. A context that he likes and in which he sees

how they should do things. Now, I guess I’m more of a

great opportunities. One characteristic of the Danir

listener, says Jan. But what is it like to be in the same

companies is that they genuinely like what they do

industry and the same group for so long?

and get things done.

– You become calmer over the years. You learn to

– It’s an open, pleasant climate. It’s easy to talk with

recognise the cycles, which means that you don’t

each other, and everyone has been very accommo-

get stressed, you don’t rush things. Instead, you can

dating, says Jan.

make more thoughtful and long-term decisions, Jan

But who is Jan Bengtsson? He describes himself
as an “average Joe”, a people person who likes it best

challenge during the pandemic.

when things happen. Jan makes sure to stay active

– It wasn’t exactly familiar territory, and I hope it

and enjoys spending quality time with his wife and

doesn’t become par for the course, says Jan about the

children and is always happy to take a boat trip out

years of closure and restrictions. But even this ordeal

into the archipelago near his summer home on Blidö.

has had a silver lining, says Jan.

After receiving his master’s degree in Economics

– It’s contributed to a faster digital transition, and

from Stockholm University in the early 1990s, Jan

now we’re seeing new behaviours emerge that save

joined the Poolia Group in 1997. By now he knows

both time and money, as well as the environment,

the company and the industry inside and out. During

says Jan.

his studies, Jan became interested in sales, leadership

Poolia is now making a long-term investment in the

and recruitment, and when it dawned on him that

Life Science industry and in the “Executive Search”

this growing interest could be combined, a job at

and “Interim Management" executive recruitment

Poolia became the obvious goal for the young

services. In many ways, Jan sees this as the key to

economics student.

Poolia’s future success.

Jan started his career at Poolia as a consultant

– We’re investing here, but we also want to invest in

manager but has also worked as an establishment

and build our brand. We definitely have name recog-

manager and KAM manager. In 2002, Jan became

nition, but we have more values to convey, says Jan

CEO of Uniflex, which increased tenfold in size during

about the future. A future where Poolia is both bigger

the 16 years he was responsible for the company.

and better, and where Jan sees himself continuing

– I’m not really very competitive, but I’m extremely

to remain within the group. The group that is clearly

determined, says Jan when asked about his approach

near and dear to his heart, and which he knows so

to running a business.

much about.

Since November 2018, Jan has been President
Jan Bengtsson

answers. However, this has proven to be a bit of a
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T H A N DA

A bright future for the
group’s crown jewels.
T

handa consists of companies in tourism, the

Thanda Island, our business in Tanzania, was not

hospitality business, the hotel industry and prop-

entirely unscathed by the effects of COVID-19,

erty development registered in South Africa, Tanzania

but it has proven to be a safe “bubble-to-bubble”

and Malta. We have two crown jewels: Thanda Safari

destination. Enquiries have also started to increase

in KwaZulu Natal, South Africa, a private safari game

and there is a renewed enthusiasm and optimism

reserve consisting of 14,000 hectares, and Thanda

on the island, especially with the launch of our new

Island, an exclusive use private island located in its

package prices for the exclusive use of the island, our

own marine nature reserve off the coast of Tanzania.

own helicopter transport, and access to a superyacht

Both are exclusive, five-star establishments and

during the stay.

members of the prestigious “Leading Hotels of the

N U M B E R O F “T H E B I G F I V E ” A N I M A L S I N T H E G A M E R E S E R V E

531

Tota lt num ber of “The Big Five”

13 L ions

15 Leopar ds

47 E lep ha nts

Bla ck a nd white rhinos

400 A f rica n buffaloe s

Moving forward, one of our most important goals

World”. The group also includes Thanda Classic

for Thanda Island is to offer even more to our guests.

Cruise, a well maintained “lady”. The vessel was built

A helicopter has been purchased, enabling us to offer

in Wales in 1930 and has had many famous people on

more efficient and better transport service. We are

board including Winston Churchill and Madonna. At

also investigating the possibility of more excursions

these facilities we offer outstanding service, fantastic

that guests can add to their stay. These can range

accommodation, and unforgettable experiences.

from day trips to the spice markets of Zanzibar,
excursions to Mafia Island and Chole Bay for com-

INNOVATIVE CHANGES TO TACKLE LIFE

munity involvement or diving trips, expeditions to

WITHOUT RESTRICTIONS

Uganda for gorilla trekking, visiting the Victoria Falls

The consequences of COVID-19 have continued

or the best Safari Lodges in the Serengeti.

to negatively affect the hospitality industry. Unfor-

In South Africa, we have begun with the first phase

tunately, Thanda Safari was hit hard by continued

of the development of Thanda Royal Residences,

restrictive travel regulations and border closures,

which involves the construction of luxury villas that

which have made them heavily dependent on

will be available only to the owners as part of an

bookings from South African guests. Unfortunately,

international lifestyle members club by invitation

this has resulted in reduced revenues and yield. The

only, or alternatively included in our rental pool for

introduction of Thanda Starlight Productions, which

Thanda Safari guests. This exciting project has many

organises events such as wellness weekends, wine

long-term benefits for Thanda Safari and the Thanda

evenings and bird banding events, has proven to be

Group. Not only does it help to increase the number

popular. These events have attracted new guests who

of available rooms for other guests, but it also gives

do not usually visit Thanda Safari. We have also man-

the owners a legacy investment and the opportunity

aged to reduce our costs, although unfortunately this

to earn money from their houses while simultane-

has meant a reduction in the number of employees.

ously contributing to increased employment for the

October 2021 was our best month ever, so we are

people of the region.

cautiously optimistic that travel regulations will begin
to ease and that our international guests will be able

WEB

to visit us again next year.

thanda.com

THANDA CLASSIC CRUISE

THANDA ISLAND

T H A N DA S A FA R I

Tim Cooter, Captain.

Antigone Meda, Managing Director.

Pierre Delvaux, Group CEO

+4475-40 55 61 85

+2547-28 79 61 22

and Managing Director.

captain@thanda.co.za

antigone@thandaisland.com

+2783-417 11 55
pierre@thanda.co.za
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OUR ADDITIONAL HOLDINGS.

Where potential
and drive meet
innovation and
new ideas.
At Danir, we are convinced of the good power and social benefits of entrepreneurs
and committed employees. Their drive enables a lot of good things, not just for their
business. It creates jobs, growth, and welfare. And most often, innovation goes hand
in hand with what drives development, which in many cases contributes to a better
society, and in some cases even a better world. In addition to our larger subsidiaries,
we have several other corporate commitments. Common to these is that they all
deliver admirable results. Not only in numbers but also in managing entrepreneurship and developing their innovations, products, and services.
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Aptio – a different kind of
consulting company.

rainLit develops and manufactures light environ-

B

We have witnessed first-hand the commitment and

ments using its BioCentric Lighting technology.

drive of its employees and management team. We

This technology simulates the daylight that controls

have long been interested in having a larger stake

our natural circadian rhythm and has a major impact

in the company. The positive development in most

on our well-being. There is ample documentation

markets, together with a new share issue, have now

A

that points to BrainLit’s positive impact on the health,

paved the way and made it possible for Danir to

and/or industry-specific tasks and processes.

well-being and productivity of people who work,

assume greater ownership. With our increased stake

These processes or tasks can be found either in legal

you’re hiring more than just a single person. Your

study or spend time in premises illuminated using

in the company, we are one of the three largest main

texts and/or in various standards. We work cross-

on-site consultant can get help from her or his

biocentric lighting.

owners of BrainLit.

functionally, handling issues within a company’s

colleagues throughout the work process, at no extra

various processes, such as production, product

cost to the customer. This means that our customers

development, research, testing and purchasing.

get a unique solution developed using a broader

BrainLit’s products are based on two Nobel
Prize-winning discoveries: the impact of the circadian

WEB

rhythm and the white LED light. The technology and

brainlit.com

ptio Group assists companies with execution,

organisation behind us that supports us with the

interpretation and advice related to regulatory

skills and guidance each assignment demands.

Aptio Group was founded in Malmö in 2017 and

When you hire a consultant from Aptio Group,

competence base than what an individual consultant

the company’s biocentric lighting were developed

has been an independent group within Danir since

by a research team in Lund, and the first patent was

2021. Today, we have offices at three different

submitted back in 2012. BrainLit's patent portfolio

addresses in Sweden and Denmark and have sur-

company, Aptio Group has chosen to only engage

has grown and the company now also sells an auto-

passed 100 co-workers. By September of this year,

senior employees with at least ten years of expe-

mated and safe solution for disinfection that creates

our annual turnover for 2021 had already exceeded

rience in the service area. Our focus is on tackling

safer and healthier environments by effectively

SEK 100 million.

challenging tasks and creating solutions that add

killing SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) and other pathogens.

Our deeply committed quality consultants share

could ever offer.
In order to operate as a specialist consulting

value for the customer. That’s why we work with

their knowledge and experience with customers

modern and innovative models for management and

and colleagues. They help and support each other

staff motivation. Indeed, our personnel are highly

us to closely follow the evolution of this exciting

in each assignment, so that customers always have

involved in our business development, including

and innovative company. In the Nordic region, SOS

indirect access to more than one consultant’s skills

through “employeeship” and “Servant leadership”.

Alarm, Swedbank, Airbus and Sony, among others,

and experience. At Aptio Group, we pride ourselves

have chosen BrainLit's lighting environments. And

on ensuring that our deliveries meet our customers’

WEB

together with Arjo, they deliver specially adapted

expectations, or even surpass them. We always do

aptiogroup.com

solutions in healthcare. 2021 started well for

our utmost to achieve this. We also have the entire

Suitable for spaces like toilets and changing rooms.
Danir has been with BrainLit since 2018, allowing

BrainLit. They signed several major agreements
in the North American market, including with a
market-leading healthcare company that has over
1,000 points of sale and extensive integrated sales.
BrainLit's product ALVEN, launched during the
pandemic 2020, is another very interesting product,
made for offices, the at-home workplace or other
indoor places where you spend a lot of time. ALVEN
has started to generate much interest in both the
Nordic market as well as in the USA.
Here at Danir, the great development and advances
that BrainLit has made during the time we have been
involved in the company come as no surprise.
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United Influencers

InfoTech Scandinavia

We are an agency specialising in influencer

We are an established supplier with extensive

Nordic region’s leader in information management in

marketing. We work with a wide range of industries,

experience in information management within a

regulatory environments. We are aiming to build up

assisting with everything from individual campaigns

number of industries and regulatory environments.

a substantial delivery organisation. Moreover, we are

to comprehensive concepts and long-term strategies.

We develop, support and sell the Advantum informa-

currently developing a new version of our software

In addition to forming strategies to inspire the greatest

tion management platform. We also offer complete

as well as new, preset configurations that allow us

possible commitment to a brand, we ensure that the

solutions for installation and training, as well as

to meet the demands of both existing and future

advertiser is matched up with the most effective

configurations that are customised to suit the needs

customers and industries. We have also launched

possible opinion former/influencer for their brand.

of the customer.

Advantum as a service to several customers, and

United Influencers is one of the first companies to

A stable start to 2021 with many new projects run-

we can witness good interest in it on the market.

work with influencer marketing and professionalised

ning gave us solid ground to build upon. Many of the

Our ambition is to grow by 10-15% per year over

the industry for both advertisers and influencers.

deals we made at the beginning of the year bore fruit

the next three years.

during the autumn, and we are moving towards a

advantum.com/en/

With the help of our technical platform, we can
verify and confirm statistics both before and after

strong end to the year. Our strategy is to become the

the campaigns, offering total transparency to our
customers. Our development has evolved from
simple activities that supplemented traditional
marketing into more far-reaching approaches that

Radinn

primarily focus on helping our customers make
influencer marketing a central part of marketing.
unitedinfluencers.com

From our headquarters in Malmö, Radinn continues
its global growth journey. The reception of their
electric surfboards has been overwhelmingly positive. Despite the pandemic, the company has seen a
threefold increase in volume and sales compared to
2020. Because they’re easy to use and make it easy

NocNoc

to quickly develop one’s skills, Radinn’s boards are
popular with both beginners and more advanced
surfers. Many water sports require specific weather

NocNoc is an advertising agency whose main focus

conditions in terms of waves or wind, but in Radinn’s

is to develop and improve a brand’s personality and

case all you need is a body of water – be it a lake, a

how it is perceived by the outside world. We believe

river or a sea. It’s a fantastic feeling to glide over the

that personality is what sets a brand apart, not least if

water at 55 km/h, in complete silence. A feeling that

a service or product is similar to its competitors. With

more people seem to want to experience, because

this as a goal, we work together with our clients and

demand is growing all the time. This creates challenges

deliver everything from strategies, ideas, concepts,

for the organisation, which struggles daily to solve

designs and events to business development, project

tasks related to everything from sourcing to customer

management and web development. All adapted to

care and transport. These pleasant problems will

the media channel best suited to the task at hand.

all be solved, allowing Radinn to continue to surf on

By engaging ourselves in your offerings, your identity,

the wave of strong growth. Furthermore, an exciting

your problems and your joys, we get closer to you

journey awaits with the continued development of

and can build both your brand and our common

the company’s digital business, made possible by the

relationship. This approach makes everything more

connected and digital infrastructure that we’ve built

fun – and better.

up around and in our products.

nocnoc.se

radinn.com
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HubPark

Cindrigo

Hub Park is a young real estate company with a focus

Continued planning has been conducted for Ocean-

Cindrigo is a company specialising in renewable

on developing sustainable mobility facilities rather

hamnen in Helsingborg, where construction is

energy, founded on long-term Swedish expertise and

than just building “traditional” parking garages. Our

scheduled to start immediately after the H22 City

experience in areas such as waste-to-energy and bio-

ambition is to be at the forefront of better and more

Expo in August 2022.

mass energy. Cindrigo is working with enabling facil-

sustainable solutions in mobility and service. But we

ities in Ukraine to produce electricity from waste.

In collaboration with MKB and HSB, we are also

also want to be innovative when it comes to energy

producing designs for our biggest project to date, in

This is solving difficult environmental problems with

production and create adaptable facilities that meet

Ellstorp, Malmö. Here, Hub Park plans to establish

the disposal of waste while electricity production

future and/or changing needs.

housing, a preschool, and mobility buildings. Much of

contributes to energy independence from Russia.

our focus over the next few years will be on devel-

cindrigo.com

We strive to become an attractive partner for
municipalities and other land developers who want

oping more projects like those listed above, thereby

long-term, sustainable and innovative solutions

strengthening the Hub Park brand. We aspire to

for parking and mobility. During the past year, we

strengthen our relationship with existing partners

completed our first mobility building with an office

and create new ones so that we can grow even more

in Hyllie. In addition to a large number of parking

rapidly. In the coming year, our goal is to win and

customers, it also has an Instabox parcel delivery

implement 3 – 5 new acquisitions/land allocations,

service and bicycle parking.

with the aim that in two to three years’ time our

Rexor is a business system that is specially adapted

form of time. While Rexor targets consultants,

geographical area will have expanded to include more

for consultants. Every window, feature and routine

its sister brand Saturnus is aimed at law firms.

facility in Stationsstaden in Kävlinge, which will be

regions than Skåne.

has been created with the needs of a consulting

Together, the two systems (which are based on

completed in the summer of 2022.

hubpark.se

company in mind. Rexor was born in the cloud and

the same source code) cover a large part of the

developed in Sweden by the same specialists who

consulting industry.

We have also begun construction of the parking

Rexor

developed XOR Compact, XOR Control, PX Control
and the Saturnus Classic system for lawyers.

Mikz Alliance

Architects, lawyers, accountants, IT consultants,

Since we released cloud generation 2 of Rexor
and Saturn, respectively, the market’s interest has
increased sharply. Sweden’s sharpest cloud system

technical professionals, designers, communicators,

has now achieved record-breaking numbers of

management consultants and infrastructure special-

enquiries and completed deals for three quarters

We are the engine behind an international alliance

ists. In the Nordic region, there are a large number of

in a row.

for influencer marketing through which media

industries and companies that sell knowledge in the

rexor.se

houses and major media buyers gain access to all the
technology required to conduct influencer marketing.
Together with our members, we have created a marketplace where media buyers and influencers can get
together and do business. In 2021, we have started a

Kaunis Iron

collaboration with Mediacorp Pte Ltd in Singapore,
which is one of the larger media houses in Asia.

Backed by new owners and a strong local commit-

A number of large international media houses and

ment, Kaunis Iron has re-opened the iron ore mine

media buyers are currently in negotiations to join the

in Pajala. Our unique iron ore concentrate with its

alliance. Influencer marketing is expanding rapidly

quality and environmental advantages has already

and is expected to reach sales exceeding $ 24 billion

shown itself to be in big demand among the world’s

in 2025 according to MarketsandMarkets (January

steelworks. Due to strong demand, a sustainable

2021). The industry is fragmented, which means that

and competitive product and world-class operating

our software and the “unifying” infrastructure we

facilities, Kaunis Iron has a clear position on the

are building together with our members will set the

global market.

standard for the market.

kaunisiron.se/en/

mikzalliance.com
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O U R I N VO LV E M E N T.

Our contribution
to the world
around us.
We have a strong belief that we as a group and as entrepreneurs not only have a
responsibility for our employees and our customers. We also have a responsibility to
the world around us.
Over the years, we have been involved in several different commitments that help
and make a difference for many people all over the world. Some of our commitments
are greater than others, but we have also seen that it may be the small effort that
makes the biggest difference.
On the following pages, you can read about some of our many involvements
where we hopefully have contributed something good to the world around us.
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S TA R F O R L I F E

Higher grades and self-esteem
inspire hope for the future.
S

tar for Life is a non-profit organisation that works

financing and persuading more schools to join

with schoolchildren in southern Africa. Through

Star for Life and apply its successful method.

a unique training programme, their coaches work to

Star for Life is also involved in and contributes to

help pupils strengthen their self-esteem and moti-

specific projects. Among these are the mobile health

vate them to devote themselves to their education

clinics. They help to provide the local population

and make wise life choices. This way, they can more

with access to health care and to disseminate health

easily build themselves a better future, and as adults

education to people who otherwise would lack access

they can contribute to a more equal and just society.

to such resources.

Star for Life is currently available at 120 schools

Star for Life conducts continuous follow-ups of

in South Africa and Namibia and, so far, more

the work at each individual school. The programme

than 450,000 pupils have taken advantage of the

has a positive impact on everything from self-esteem

Star for Life methodology.

and academic performance to sexual health and a

The idea for Star for Life came to Dan and Christin

reduction in the number of teenage pregnancies.

Olofsson when they were starting a business project

These uplifting facts do more than inspire; they also

in the region. They saw first-hand how incredibly

show how important it is to continue our involvement

many people were affected by HIV and AIDS. The

in Star for Life and their fantastic work.

devastating consequences of the diseases led them
to start a project at a local school in KwaZulu-Natal.

THE YEAR IN BRIEF

The idea for the project was that preventive informa-

The pandemic has hit southern Africa hard. Both

tion would be combined with activities that strengthen

South Africa and Namibia have gone through periods

pupils’ self-esteem. The project received a positive

of total lockdown. Meanwhile, Star for Life has helped

reception, laying the foundation for the creation

disseminate information about COVID-19. Coaches

of Star for Life.

have received special training and held workshops

It has been 16 years since Star for Life launched

for school staff and pupils. As the vaccination rate in

its first programme at Siphosabadletshe High School

Africa remains low, children are still greatly affected

in the KwaZulu-Natal province of South Africa. This

by the pandemic. The schools have now reopened,

relatively large school has almost 1,000 pupils and 30

but many pupils have lacked opportunities for learn-

teachers. The programme was an immediate success

ing, knowledge and security for a long period.

and was well-received by both pupils and teachers,
as well as parents.
Since its inception in 2005, the Star for Life

During the year, various campaigns were organised in the schools, focusing on subjects ranging from
sexual health and teenage pregnancy to LGBTQIA+

method has been implemented in 120 schools across

issues, bullying and gender equality. Star for Life

South Africa and Namibia. 20 of these schools are

continues its efforts aimed at girls and its work to

primary schools and the others are high schools. In

promote entrepreneurship and gender equality.

addition to collaborating with Danir and receiving
our support, over the years Star for Life has established collaboration with a number of committed

WEB

partners. Together, they have been involved in

starforlife.org/en/

“The programme has a positive
impact on everything from
self-esteem and academic
performance to sexual health
and a reduction in the number
of teenage pregnancies.”
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M OT I VAT I O N S LY F T E T

U P P S TA RT M A L M Ö

Increased self-esteem, reduced
stress and better results.

In the Malmö model, we
coordinate the city and the
local business community with
our partners and investors.

M

otivationslyftet is part of the Star for Life
Group, which has operations in Sweden, South

Africa, and Namibia. In Sweden, the methodology
is based on the Swedish curriculum and the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child and is used in
secondary schools, upper-secondary schools, special

E

after the challenges of 2020 the first half of this year

schools throughout Sweden. It strengthens young

confidence in the future, which in turn reduces

Most meetings were still conducted digitally. And

people’s motivation, self-leadership and ability to

segregation and social exclusion. It was with this

at the same time, as vaccination got under way

create meaningful relationships. As a result, the

firm conviction that Uppstart Malmö was founded

and confidence in the future increased, job growth

individual pupil feels less stressed and achieves

in 2011. The goal was clear – to get more Malmö

returned to more normal numbers.

better results. In the long term, this also helps to

residents to work. Since the beginning, Uppstart

reduce mental illness and social exclusion.

Malmö has aimed to help Malmö become a city

surpassed 2,000 new jobs. Since its launch in 2011,

where both companies and individuals can grow. The

Uppstart Malmö’s various activities and the com-

combination of supporting companies’ ability to grow

panies with which they work have been involved in

and create more jobs, together with activities that

investing more than SEK 70 million. They have also

seek out, pilot and support young people’s entry into

helped and developed over 300 companies and

the labour market, has proved to be a very successful

created over 3,000 new jobs in the Malmö region.

model. Dan Olofsson was one of the initiators, and

This does more than benefit the people who get jobs

his network played a major role in their success in

and the companies that gain new employees – in the

involving a number of influential entrepreneurs and

long run, it benefits Malmö in a larger perspective.

schools and resource schools.
Motivationslyftet is currently running in 65

“Despite global networks and
social media, more and more
young people lack meaningful
relationships.”

ntrepreneurship and enterprise create jobs.
Jobs strengthen growth, and growth creates

was marked by two completely different aspects.

During the summer, Tillväxt Malmö’s companies

Despite global networks and social media, more and

investors. Uppstart Malmö is run as a foundation on

more young people lack meaningful relationships.

a non-profit basis, and the day-to-day operational

WEB

22% report that they feel lonely, 27% say they have

work is carried out by the foundation’s own staff and

uppstartmalmo.se

no real friends, and 30% lack a best friend. This

business developers. We benefit greatly from our

loneliness cannot be cured with “likes”; quite the

network in the business community, and we often

contrary. Motivationslyftet is a systematic and

collaborate with and get help from representatives

scientifically based programme that helps young

from our partner companies.

people understand how they can avoid unnecessary

Uppstart Malmö has initiated and operates Tillväxt

stress and manage the stress that is inevitable.

Malmö, an enterprise that offers business develop-

Concrete tools strengthen pupils’ self-esteem and

ment for growing companies in Malmö. Through the

conviction that they can set and achieve realistic

foundation’s previous projects Uppsök Malmö, Good

goals for their schoolwork, relationships with friends,

Malmö and On Track, hundreds of young jobseekers

and extracurricular interests.

have found their way into the labour market.
THE YEAR IN BRIEF

WEB

The foundation became a partner in Level, Malmö’s

motivationslyftet.se

new international incubator. For Tillväxt Malmö,
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F C RO S E N G Å R D

Positive trends despite
a tough start to the year.
FC Rosengård has two equally important cornerstones – one in sports and one in social
responsibility – and equal resources are invested in both. During the past year, they have
been forced to adjust, adapt to the pandemic and be creative during a problematic period.
Now a positive trend is emerging as more young people apply to the club, and we are
looking forward to great results, both in sports and in social responsibility.

H

owever, the start of the year was not exactly

women, as female leaders are generally in short

problem-free. During the spring, the club faced

supply in sports. And these efforts are already having

major challenges when strict restrictions were

positive effects. The participants graduated in August

imposed on what the football teams were allowed

and now the club is recruiting new participants for

to do. While many other clubs trained and played as

a leadership programme made possible by support

usual, FC Rosengård chose a slightly tougher line to

from the City of Malmö.

avoid the risk of spreading the virus in society. But

Football for Life in South Africa has faced major

after the summer things started looking brighter, and

challenges tied to the pandemic. Immediately after

the club began to receive many new enquiries from

they launched their activities, new restrictions

both girls and boys wanting to join our club.

were imposed, the country entered lock-down, and

This shows a positive trend, where many young

those responsible have had to find new, creative

people apply to FC Rosengård and get great football

ways of working.

training and a fun and rewarding leisure activity.
Despite its challenges, it’s still quite easy to point

“It’s been a challenging year due
to the pandemic and all the
restrictions, but everyone has
stood behind our way of handling
the situation, and we’ve come
out of it all more united as a club.
I feel proud of that; our leaders
received the message and the
parents understood it.”
Jenny Damgaard, Club Manager, FC Rosengård

FC ROSENGÅRD – A DRIVING FORCE
IN THE COMMUNITY
The club’s community outreach commitment,
FCSR, is part of its DNA. Their well-established and
comprehensive labour market programme, Boost by
FC Rosengård, helps an average of one young person
per day to achieve self-sufficiency. Football for Life
by FC Rosengård uses football as a tool to strengthen
young girls’ self-esteem, self-confidence and position
in society. This project started in eastern South Africa
but is now also located in eastern Malmö, where they

In Boost by FCR, it has been noted that the

do great and important work.

participants are now even further from the labour

Hattrick by FC Rosengård is a knowledge project

to positive events from the past year. FC Rosengård

market than before. There is now greater competi-

won OBOS Damallsvenskan and is thereby once

tion for employment, as many people lost their jobs

in which the club collaborates with 17 football

again Swedish Champions. During the year the team

during the pandemic. Physical meetings had to be

associations throughout Skåne to educate and inspire

also qualified and played in Uefa Womens Champions

replaced with digital ones, and this was also

young football players.

League. Unfortunately, the team was knocked out in

a challenge for the target group.

the second round, losing to German Hoffenheim. The

FC ROSENGÅRD – THE FOOTBALL CLUB

Hattrick by FCR, which is a collaborative project

club is also among the top teams in both the men’s

for the districts football clubs with girls’ football on

FC Rosengård's football activities include more than

Division 2 and the women’s Division 1. We’re also

the programme, celebrated the end of the year in

700 girls and boys with backgrounds from more

entering futsal season, where the club plays in the

connection with WorldPride, which was arranged in

than 70 countries. Most people are familiar with

country’s second-highest league.

Malmö and Copenhagen. The Pride Cup played out

the women’s A team, which boasts world-leading

FC Rosengård’s social activities consist of Football

on a sunny Malmö IP, with many happy players, teams

players such as Caroline Seger, Teagan Micah and

for Life by FCR, which is conducted in both Sweden

and leaders. The next round will start in the autumn,

Olivia Schoug. On the senior side, they have another

and South Africa, Boost by FCR, and Hattrick by FCR.

and mental health is the new theme for the

women’s team, which plays in Division 1, a men’s

Within the framework of Football for Life in Sweden,

knowledge aspect of the initiative.

they have worked with leadership training for young

WEB

team in Division 2, and a men’s futsal team that plays

fcrosengard.se

in Sweden’s second-highest division.
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Projekt Kaxås

Jewish Community
of Malmö

In the spring of 2019, the village school in Kaxås was
on the brink of closure. This would have meant that

The Jewish Community of Malmö is there for all

young families would choose to live elsewhere, and

Jews regardless of age, lifestyle, background and

that depopulation would continue to drain the village

degree of religiosity. The Community is working

of residents. According to a well-known pattern,

to ensure that the region's Jews have access to a

the grocery shop and petrol station had been on the

wide range of Jewish culture, celebrations, events,

verge of closure, which meant that Kaxås met the

religious services, kosher food and Jewish education.

same fate as many other villages in the interior of

The Jewish Community is responsible for represent-

Norrland. A tragic end for a village where the Olofsson

ing Jewish interests in the society and for

family has its roots and for the village school, which

countering antisemitism.

has continuously educated the children of the area

Danir's involvement is primarily connected to the

since the late 19th century.

vulnerable situation with antisemitism the Jews have

We started Project Kaxås as an attempt to reverse

had to face in Malmö. As a result of this unfavourable

the depopulation trend in the interior of Norrland

atmosphere, the Jewish Community has declined

and create a vibrant countryside in Kaxås and the

from over 2,500 to about 500 members over a few

surrounding area that will thrive in the long term.

decades. At the same time, the community's security

The project customises solutions for families who

costs have increased considerably. In this situation, it

want to give their children a safe and active upbring-

is important to actually support the Jewish Commu-

ing close to nature while still retaining access to a

nity in order to protect the Jewish minority, which

fulfilling professional life. The project offers tools

since the middle of the 19th century has positively

that help to facilitate suitable solutions for families

contributed Malmö's development and cultural life.

who want to live in a vibrant countryside.

jfm.se

Project Kaxås started in the summer of 2019 and
during its first financial year, it acquired land that
will enable it to offer families with children unique
housing in Ekobyn Ladriket. The design of the recreation area in Ekobyn Ladriket has been completed
and solutions have been developed for a bakehouse,
a ski waxing shed, floodlit trails, a riding facility, an
outdoor gym and a paddle court. These are just a
few examples of what Project Kaxås is offering

Malmö Opera Academy

families who want a rich life, close to nature in a
vibrant countryside.

In 2015, a two-year Master’s programme for

The new life in Kaxås is clearly proving attractive;

vocalists, Malmö Opera Academy, started in a

two years later, we have signed contracts with 42

collaboration between Malmö Opera and Malmö

young families for new houses in Ekobyn Ladriket

Academy of Music. Young promising opera singers
are given the opportunity to evolve musically and
dramatically among musicians, singers and conductors in the opera house – an, for Sweden, unique
education at the highest artistic level. Since 2018,
Danir is one of the main sponsors.
malmoopera.se/masterutbildning

or for existing houses and farms that previously

“Since the start of the project,
we have doubled the number of
inhabitants in the village and the
fact that there are so many new
people moving here, is nothing
but a success story.”

stood empty. The families are gradually moving in
and the sound of playing children can again be heard
throughout Kaxås. And the bell still rings the pupils
in for lessons at the village school, which is no longer
threatened with closure.
projektkaxas.se
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Thanda Foundation Trust

Entrepreneurship Forum

The Thanda Foundation Trust was established to

Entrepreneurship Forum is an independent research

contribute to the socio-economic, educational and

foundation that initiates, conducts, and communi-

developmental needs of the three tribal communities

cates policy-relevant research which creates better

adjacent to Thanda Safari in the Umkhanyekude

conditions for entrepreneurship, innovation, small

District. We support several community-based

businesses, renewable energy, and growth.

projects and serve as an engine and a hub for
charity fundraisers.
This has been yet another extremely difficult

The forum also runs a unique network spanning
the fields of academia, politics, and business. The
goal is to be Sweden’s leading meeting place for

year for the people of South Africa. Nevertheless, in

decision-makers, researchers, and opinion-formers

addition to our continued work with Thanda Lions

to acquire knowledge about economic policy issues

and Football for Life, Inkanyiso Crèche and Stars at

related to entrepreneurship and innovation. In

Work, we were still able to support and carry out a

this way, we can contribute to the dissemination of

number of projects during the year. Among other

knowledge that can serve as the basis for well-founded

things, we teamed up with the Sharks rugby team to

decisions that improve the climate for entrepreneur-

distribute 10.2 tonnes of food to those worst affected

ship and small businesses in the country.

by COVID-19 and the riots that shook KwaZulu Natal
in July 2021.
We also started a collaboration with the Princess

Every year, the foundation arranges about 30
seminars and publishes around ten publications.
Its annual activities include the Swedish Philanthropy

Charlene of Monaco Foundation of South Africa.

Summit, the awarding of the Global Award for

This joint fundraising effort benefits our anti-

Entrepreneurship Research and the Swedish

poaching initiative Chasing Zero, which aims to

Economic Forum.

increase awareness and achieve the goal of zero
poaching-related rhinoceros deaths.
Another project is the upgrade of Intibane Camp,

In 2021, Dan Olofsson has, among other things,
appeared on DI Debatt together with the steering
group “Friends of Entrepreneurship” under the

made possible by a donation of 50,000 Euros per year

headline “Abolish representative responsibility”. The

for four years. The main building, the bathrooms and

group has focused on the Integration Sweden project

the swimming pool have now been renovated, and it’s

and has previously signed articles in DN about meas-

now possible to offer swimming lessons to children in

ures to promote successful integration.

the surrounding communities.

entreprenorskapsforum.se/en/

“Every year, the foundation
arranges about 30 seminars
and publishes around ten
publications.”

At the time of writing, we are awaiting the
delivery of an entire carpentry workshop, which
has been donated to support efforts aimed at career
and skills development. The workshop will be
installed at a carpentry shop in Richards Bay, where
it will be used by apprentices in a 2-year vocational
training programme.
thandafoundation.com

The Swedish Committee
against anti-semitism
The Swedish Committee against anti-semitism is a
non-religious and non-political organization whose
purpose is to work against and raise awareness of
anti-semitism and racism.
skma.se
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With a passion for life
close to nature.
Bert-Ola Bångman, Projekt Kaxås.

ert-Ola Bångman has the great privilege of being

B

of a project that would reverse the trend and make

able to divide his time between his job as Key

young families with children want to move to Kaxås.

Account Manager at Nexer Group and working with

Since Bert-Ola is passionate about his hometown and

his hometown, breathing life back into a village that

enjoys challenges, his answer came as no surprise.

was about to die out. Bert-Ola was born and raised in

Just like that, Projekt Kaxås was launched.

Kaxås, 60 km northwest of Östersund. Throughout

– We were quite convinced of the potential of our

his upbringing, his parents ran the village petrol

concept. But the fact that so many new people are

station, a gathering point where you could buy

moving here now – we had no idea it would be such

everything from penny candy to spare parts for cars,

a success story, says Bert-Ola about Projekt Kaxås,

tractors and snowmobiles. The village was vibrant

which has doubled the number of inhabitants in the

and flourishing, and the school had operated

village since its inception.

continuously since the late 19th century.
Bert-Ola moved from Kaxås to study at Mid

27 have now been sold. That means 129 new inhabit-

Sweden University in Östersund, graduating in 1990

ants, 51 of whom are children.

with a degree in Systems Sciences. He started his

– It’s incredibly exciting to be involved in bringing a

career at a bank in Stockholm before continuing on to

depopulated area back to life and setting things up

a consulting company. Then, in 1996 he was contacted

so that young families can feel secure in being able to

by Dan Olofsson, who asked if he wanted to help

choose an active life close to nature that also meshes

start up Sigma IT in Stockholm. Bert-Ola jumped

with work and school, says Bert-Ola.

at the chance and ended up spending 18 intense

The people who are involved in the project take

years in the capital of Sweden. But his longing for

care of everyone interested, if and when they want

tranquillity, nature, mountains, the countryside and

to come up and visit the village and get acquainted

fresh mountain air became too strong, and in 2008

with all the benefits it can offer today. Not only is

Bert-Ola and his family moved north, back to his

the school filled with children once again, but the

roots in Kaxås.

village also has cafes, paddle courts, a bakehouse, a

Kaxås is an absolute idyll for a family with children

world-class ski resorts, and a dental clinic initiated

who like nature and active leisure activities. But like

by the project. Projekt Kaxås has a goal to build

many other villages in the countryside, Kaxås had

ten new houses per year up until 2024, giving even

been hit hard by depopulation. It went so far that the

more people the opportunity to live and work with a

school was threatened with closure in 2019.

superior quality of life close to nature.

– It wasn’t the time to just lie down and give up;

– I can see how other villages in rural areas through-

something had to be done, says Bert-Ola about the

out Sweden could follow our concept for fostering a

situation in Kaxås at the time.

vibrant countryside, Bert-Ola concludes when asked

Dan Olofsson, who also has roots in Kaxås, called
again and asked Bert-Ola if he wanted to be part
Bert-Ola Bångman

Of the 32 newly built houses in Kaxåsbacken,

how others can benefit from the experiences of
Projekt Kaxås.
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UWC Diljian College
UWC Dilijan College in Armenia is a part of the

The Expect a Better
Tomorrow Foundation

UWC network, a global education movement that
makes education a force to unite people, nations

This year’s Expect a Better Tomorrow initiative is

be highlighted. Femmegineering shines a spotlight

and cultures for peace and a sustainable future. The

Femmegineering, the aim of which is to get more

on these women and allows them to share their

UWC network is comprised of 17 colleges around the

women to choose to pursue a technical education.

experiences with women who are studying to join

world, and more than 50,000 students from over 180

Tech companies and the technology industry are

these professions or who are faced with a decision

countries have studied at UWC schools and colleges.

screaming for engineers and technological experts,

about which education path to follow. The initiative

uwcdilijan.org

especially female ones. Of those who apply for

also aims to demonstrate the endless career opportu-

engineering programs at technical colleges or

nities that exist in the engineering profession. As

universities, only 25% are women. Femmegineering

an engineer, you can work in almost any industry.

aims to raise that number and get more women to

Everyone needs problem solvers. And if you are a

choose to pursue a technical education. And to make

woman and an engineer, you are a commodity in

the engineering profession a natural career path for

short supply with many options and job offers.

women as well as men. To succeed, more female role

expectabettertomorrow.com/en/

Robert F. Kennedy
Human Rights
Robert F. Kennedy Human Rights is committed to
continuing Robert F. Kennedy’s legacy to stand against
oppression and strive to achieve a more just and peaceful world. Since 2018, Dan Olofsson is a member of the
Robert F. Kennedy Human Rights Leadership Council.
rfkhumanrights.org

models in technical and engineering professions must

“Let us dedicate ourselves to what
the Greeks wrote so long ago:
'To tame the savageness of man
and make gentle the life of this
world.'”
Robert F. Kennedy

Hugos stiftelse
& Glädjeruset
The Hugos Stiftelse foundation raises money to
support associations and organisations that work to
ensure an active life and better health for children
and young people with disabilities. Among other

Offerdals Spelmanslag

things, funds are raised by organising the Glädjeruset
race, in which everyone is welcome to participate in
whatever way their personal circumstances allow.

Since 1985, Offerdals Spelmanslag has performed

Just like last year, the pandemic stopped us from

their music at venues ranging all the way from the

arranging the race live and in-person, so in 2021

forests of Jämtland to the United States, Russia

the race was again held virtually. Participants could

and South Africa. As the pandemic now hopefully

join the race wherever and whenever they wanted,

nears an end, the fiddle team looks forward to finally

from 22 August-22 September. Over 1,600 people

getting back on the road and playing for an audience

walked, rolled or ran the race, helping to raise

again. Among other performances, they will join Nor-

money for the foundation!

wegian fellow musicians for a show at a folk music

This year’s recipients of scholarships from

fair held in Nidaros Cathedral. Every year, Offerdals

Hugos Stiftelse include the Lunk i kring riding club,

Spelmanslag also awards a cultural scholarship to a

Handboll för alla [Handball for Everyone] in Alingsås,

young person based in Krokom Municipality who has

and Kiruna Handikappidrottsförening, a sports

shown promise in one or more cultural areas.

association for persons with disabilities.

offerdalsspelmanslag.se

hugosstiftelse.se
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Offerdals SK
The Olofsson family has a long-standing commitment
in Jämtland. Here we support the local club Offerdals
SK with the ambition to promote sports activities in
Offerdal, and skiing in particular. Offerdals SK was
founded in 1961 and currently has around
500 members.

Special Olympics Sweden

offerdalssk.se
The Swedish Parasports Federation is a special sports
federation that organises sports for people with
physical or intellectual disabilities. The federation
includes Special Olympics Sweden, which is part of a
worldwide organisation that offers wide-ranging and

Emerging Cooking Solutions

recreational athletic activities for persons with intellectual disabilities. The purpose of Special Olympics

Around the world, more people die as a result of

be turned off if the user fails to pay. Each stove saves

Sweden is to offer everyone a chance at an active life,

cooking over smoky, open fires than from malaria,

4 - 5 tonnes of CO2 per year. The pellet production is

regardless of ability. Over 5.5 million athletes in 200

tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS combined. The climate

based on surplus biomass and is therefore renewable

countries are involved in the organisation.

effect of charcoal and firewood burned for cooking

and environmentally sustainable. The system helps

In Sweden, there are over 10,000 athletes in the

is as great as that of the entire aviation industry.

to slow the rate of deforestation and develop the

Special Olympics.

Emerging Cooking Solutions has developed a pellet

economy in the places where it is used. It also saves

stove and a vertically integrated business model

time and improves both the health and household

Danir and Sigma Group remain deeply committed

with local pellet production, distribution, customer

finances of its users. Emerging Cooking Solutions

to this partnership. Among other things, their spon-

financing and coal credits. The stove is connected to

operates in Zambia, Mozambique and Malawi.

sorship means that Special Olympics School Days

the internet, can be paid for in instalments, and can

emerging.se

– the popular sports days in special schools – can

As main sponsors of Special Olympics Sweden,

continue to be arranged.
As with all other organisations and companies,
COVID-19 hit the sports movement hard, and most
sports days had to be cancelled. However, this did not
prevent Special Olympics Sweden from continuing

Östra skolan

to activate its target group. Instead, the sponsorship
was used to arrange digital training so that people
with intellectual disabilities could continue to be

Östra Skola is one of the first projects financed
through the Uppstart Malmö foundation and

active at home every week.
The Special Olympics Games, which is Sweden’s

their Växation Malmö project, with Dan Olofsson

largest sports competition for people with intellec-

and Danir as investors. Östra Skolan has a clear

tual disabilities, will be held in Malmö next summer.

philosophy that pupils should develop their language,

There, over 1,000 athletes will compete in about ten

their subject skills, and their social skills. The goal is to

sports. It is also the qualifying competition for the

equip pupils for the future through forms of instruc-

2023 Special Olympics World Games in Berlin. We

tion that are innovative, inspiring and deliver good

look forward to helping to make this a memorable

results. The school currently has approximately 144

event for the visitors, but above all, we can’t wait to

pupils, divided across six classes in grades 7 through 9.

make it a lifelong memory for all of the participants.

ostraskolan.se

specialolympics.se
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DA N I R M I L E S TO N E S .

Success and growth
for both holdings and
involvements.
S

ince its inception in 1986, Danir has shown that
faith in long-term thinking, entrepreneurship, and

driven employees can create something lasting. In
parallel with strong organic growth, Danir has shown
an equally clear continuity in the social projects we have

1986

2013

2017

It all started when Dan Olofsson was commissioned by Sapia to start Sapia Teknik, a new
business focusing on technical consulting
services. Danir was founded and was then a
minor partner in Sapia.

Danir buys out Sigma, now with 1,400
employees, from the stock exchange. As a
privately owned company, the focus is now on
organic growth.

Danir buys Assistera this year and in connection
with the purchase, merges with Sigma Society.
They both become A Society and through this
acquisition we establish ourselves in consulting
brokerage. This is also the year when Danir
and Sigma launches New Year’s Eve as the
”International Expect a better tomorrow day”.
A completely new way of conducting community
involvement and which will contribute to a
better tomorrow for the world around us.

initiated and continue to be involved in. Here are some of
the most important milestones from the Danir Groups
first 35 years.

1993
Danir acquires Sapia Teknik with 400 employees
who shortly afterwards change their name to
Sigma and broaden their operations to also
include IT consulting services.

2012
Epsilon is divested in order to strengthen the
Group’s financial base with the accompanying
spread of investments.

2011
1997
Sigma now has about 600 employees and is
listed on the Stockholm Stock Exchange’s O-list.

2001
Sigma reaches 3,300 employees and is divided
into three new exchange companies: Sigma,
Teleca, and Epsilon, all with Danir as the
principal owner. Teleca will be divested later
in 2008.

2002
This year, Danir is expanding its operations
and takes a step in a completely new direction
when it launches Thanda Private Game Reserve,
an exclusive safari facility in South Africa.

2003
Sigma was named the best IT consultant by
200 major companies, and the same year
Danir bought Epsilon from the stock exchange.

The initiative for Uppstart Malmö is taken. A
commitment to breaking down exclusion and
getting young people into the workforce.

2020
Early in the autumn, Danir acquires shares in
Poolia and thus becomes the new principal
owner of the staffing company.

2010

2021

Danir joins FC Rosengård, the football club
which, with its new and unique projects, even
off the pitch, shows how important sports and
club life are to society.

The subsidiary, Sigma IT changes its name
to Nexer. In order to achieve good continued
growth, the Danir Group’s consulting operations will run on the basis of four platforms:
Sigma, Nexer, A Society, and Poolia. The Danir
Group reaches 10,000 employees.

2006
Looking to the east and Ukraine, what is now
Sigma Software is acquired with 60 employees.
The company currently has 1,700 employees.

2005
Star for Life is launched. It is a commitment in
southern Africa aimed at the prevention and
spread of HIV / AIDS and helping young people
to a better life. To date, 450,000 students have
completed the Star for Life multi-year program.

Our operating subsidiaries: Nexer Group AB. Nexer AB. Nexer Digital Ltd. Nexer Asset Management Oy. Nexer S. p. z. o. o.
Nexer Prv. Ltd. Nexer Enterprise Applications AB. Nexer Enterprise Applications Ltd. Inove Technologies LLC. Nexer Enterprise
Applications Prv. Ltd. Nexer Insight AB. Nexer Insight Inc. Nexer Insight S. p. z. o. o. Nexer Cybersecurity AB. Nexer IT Services AB.
Nexer Resources AB. Nexer Recruit AB. Nexer Tech Talent AB. Nexer Infrastructure AB. Sigma Technology Group AB. Sigma Kudos
(Beijing) Co. Ltd. Sigma Technology Development AB. Sigma Technology Solutions AB. Sigma Technology Consulting AB. Sigma
Technology MID AB. Sigma Technology Hungary Kft. Sigma Technology Information AB. Sigma Technology Systems AB. Sigma Technology
Insights AB. Sigma Technology Origo AB. Sigma Technology Transformation AB. Sigma Technology Digital & Cloud Solutions AB. Sigma
Technology Innovation AB. Sigma Technology Software Solutions AB. Sigma Technology Norway AS. Sigma Technology Tech Network
AB. Sigma Technology Digital Solutions AB. Etecture GmbH. Etecture Düsseldorf GmbH. Sceel.io GmbH. Sigma Software LLC. Sigma
Sweden Software AB. Sigma Software Poland. Sigma Software Inc. Sigma Software Ltd. Sigma Software Pte. Sigma Software Labs LLC.
Sigma Park LLC. Ideasoft LLC. Sigma Connectivity AB. Sigma Connectivity Sp z.o.o. Sigma Connectivity Inc. Sigma Connectivity Engineering
AB. Sigma Connectivity ApS. Sigma Lundinova AB. Sigma Connectivity WSI AB. Sigma Connectivity GmbH. Sigma Industry East/North
AB. Sigma Industry South AB. Sigma Industry Solutions AB. Sigma Industry West AB. Sigma Embedded Engineering AB. Sigma Energy &
Marine AB. Sigma Energy & Marine AS. Sigma Industry Inc. Sigma Civil AB. Aptio Group Sweden AB. Aptio Group Denmark ApS. InfoTech
Scandinavia AB. Nocnoc AB. Mikz AB. United Influencers Norway AS. United Influencers Sweden AB. United Influencers Publishing
AS. Danir Resources AB. A Society AB. Konsultera-IT i Sverige AB. A Society Group Inc. Assistera A/S. A Society Consulting Inc. A Society
Consulting India Private Ltd. Danir Resources Limited T/A A Society. A Society AS. Axture AB. Danir Fastigheter AB. Thanda Group (Pty) Ltd.
Thanda Private Game Reserve (Pty) Ltd. Thanda Royal Residence Estate (Pty) Ltd. Thanda Malta Ltd. t/a Thanda Classic Cruise. Thanda
Tanzania Ltd. Poolia AB. Poolia Sverige AB. Poolia Ekonomi AB. Poolia Office Professionals AB. Poola IT AB. Poolia Life Science &
Engineering AB. Poolia Interim Management AB. Poolia Väst AB. Poolia Jönköping AB. Poolia Linköping AB. Poolia Uppsala AB. Poolia
Örebro AB. Poolia Umeå AB. Poolia PR AB. Poolia FCT AB. Poolia Gävle AB. Poolia Sundsvall AB. Poolia Syd AB. Poolia Malmö AB.
Studentkraft Partnerbolag AB. Student Node AB. Poolia Executive Search AB. Uniflex Sverige AB. Uniflex Fordon AB. Uniflex Sverige
B&A AB. Uniflex Kundservice AB. Uniflex Installation och Logistik AB. Utvecklingshuset COM AB. Poolia Oy. Poolia IT Oy. Poolia
Danmark A/S. Poolia Deutschland GmbH. Uniflex & Poolia Norge AS. Uniflex Soumi Oy.

Danir Group is a family-owned business, held
by the Dan Olofsson family. The group consists
primarily of consulting companies with a focus on
supporting our customers in their digitalisation.
Our companies operate in sixteen countries with
10,000 employees.

Danir Group
Family
Family business.
business. With
With aa focus
focus on
on digitalisation.
digitalisation. 10,000
10 000 employees.

